Azad Kaan - the "Turkish-Delight" of the contemporary & oriental dance scene
Ardent – Zealous – Authentic – Dynamic

Azad Kaan is a professional graduate dancer, pedagogue of dance and choreographer for contemporary and
oriental dance arts from Turkey. Azad Kaan belongs in his young age because of his huge expert knowledge in
dance to one of the most successful and well-known teachers in Europe.

As a passionate choreographer, full of spirits and huge warm aura in his classes, A.K. is for many dancers and
students from all over the world one of the 1st addresses for learning special and unique choreographies to
present them worldwide on festivals and make gigantic and unforgettable shows. He has worked together with
Prof. Dr. Hassan Khalil, Aziza and Jillina. Azad Kaan has given professional coaching classes and together
with Aziza he has widened his coaching programme in Canada. Connecting movements fluently, transmitting
the steps emotionally and being reminded dreamy are his special emphasis of his works.

His movement repertoire covers a really huge spectrum of elements from jazz dance, modern dance, classical
ballet, Latino dance, Flamenco, Hip Hop and Yoga. During his distinctive and fascinating dance style A.K. is
the 1st dancer worldwide, who performs with his inimitable Style “Raks-Turk-î-Sanâd” to the song of classical
Turkish Art Music. Mixing and creating the classical Egyptian and Turkish movements. He takes special
emphasis to build up dancers to a high standard.

Azad has taught in many countries such as Italy, Spain, Switzerland, Austria, Greece, whole Republic of
Slovakia, many cities in Russia, Turkey, Finland, Slovenia, Czech Republic, Tunisia, Morocco, Israel, Malaysia,
Korea, Puerto Rico, USA, Republic of China, Latvia, Sweden, France, Lithuania, Japan, Croatia, Canada,
Great Britain and the rest of the world. He worked together with the famous drummer Issam Houshan and
Aziza from Canada as the first international bellydance stars in India.
He is not only an impressive and powerful teacher! He is also very friendly, warm hearted and patient teacher
with a clear didactics. Humour and enjoyment of dance have always top priority in his classes. Don’t hesitate to
enjoy this young Turkish dancer with lots of fun, powerful movements and expressive steps and poses...HE is
the “Turkish delight” of the oriental dance scene in the whole world.

Spoken languages:
German, Turkish, English, Spanish, French

